(28) (Fig. 5B) . Bone development was visualized in whole embryos by Alizarin Red S staining (Fig. 5C ), along with hematoxylinand-eosin staining of thin sections (Fig. 5D) . In control animals, extensive skeletal development was evident in the cranial and pharyngeal region at 8 dpf. No bone formation was observed in any of the TAZ-depleted embryos at 8 dpf, the latest time point we could observe before embryonic death. These findings confirm a critical role for TAZ in osteoblast differentiation in vivo. We are unable to comment on the role of TAZ in adipogenesis in these embryos, because adipocytes have not been described in teleosts (although they presumably exist), and in other vertebrate species, fat deposition does not occur until the postnatal period (23) .
One function of TAZ is as a transcriptional modifier of mesenchymal stem cell differentiation by promoting osteoblast differentiation while simultaneously impairing adipocyte differentiation, as we have shown (Fig. 5E ). Differentiation of MSCs into osteoblasts is critically dependent on Runx2 (4, 5) . Our findings implicate TAZ in this process: (i) TAZ functions as an endogenous coactivator of Runx2 in cells; (ii) stimuli that promote bone formation transcriptionally up-regulate TAZ concurrently with Runx2; and (iii) TAZ-deficient zebrafish embryos are defective in bone formation. In contrast, stem cell differentiation into adipocytes requires PPARg-dependent transcriptional events that are directly inhibited by endogenous TAZ. Thus, TAZ may act as a molecular rheostat to fine-tune the balance between osteoblast and adipocyte development. 24 
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We developed a model of 545 components (nodes) and 1259 interactions representing signaling pathways and cellular machines in the hippocampal CA1 neuron. Using graph theory methods, we analyzed ligand-induced signal flow through the system. Specification of input and output nodes allowed us to identify functional modules. Networking resulted in the emergence of regulatory motifs, such as positive and negative feedback and feedforward loops, that process information. Key regulators of plasticity were highly connected nodes required for the formation of regulatory motifs, indicating the potential importance of such motifs in determining cellular choices between homeostasis and plasticity.
A mammalian cell may be considered as a central signaling network connected to various cellular machines that are responsible for phenotypic functions (1) . Cellular machines such as transcriptional, translational, motility, and secretory machinery can be represented as sets of interacting components that form functional local networks. The central signaling network that connects the various machine networks also receives and processes signals from extracellular entities such as hormones or neurotransmitters and ions. Experimental work has defined how different pathways interact to form networks and small-scale regulatory configurations such as switches (2, 3) , gates (4, 5) , feedback loops (6, 7), and feedforward motifs (8, 9 ) that decode signal duration and strength and process information. Identifying and characterizing regulatory motifs can move us from thinking about individual components to considering the functions of groups of components that act in a coordinated manner. Understanding how the functional organization of cellular systems changes in response to information flow is an important goal in systems biology. For systems containing many components, obtaining an overview of the patterns of regulatory motifs and defining their interrelationships can provide a format for in-depth analysis of individual units using quantitative biochemical representations. From data in the experimental literature, we constructed a system of interacting cellular components involved in phenotypic behavior and used graph theory methods (10) (11) (12) to analyze qualitative relationships between nodes (components) in a network. In signaling networks, activation is achieved as a response to a stimulus. Information propagates through the system by a series of coupled biochemical reactions to regulate components responsible for cellular phenotypic functions. Here, we identify the regulatory features that emerge during such information flow in a simplified representation of a mammalian hippocampal CA1 neuron. Such neurons are capable of plasticity as defined by their ability to undergo long-term potentiation of synaptic responses (13, 14) .
We represented the CA1 neuron as a set of interacting components that make up a network of signaling pathways that connects to various Departments of 1 Pharmacology and Biological Chemistry and cellular machines (Fig. 1A and fig. S1 ) (15) . A fully connected network was constructed from direct interactions with functional effects documented in the experimental literature ( fig. S2 ). We identified various regulatory motifs in the network. Some motifs were statistically enriched (Z test) compared with motifs found in shuffled networks with similar connectivity distribution ( fig. S3 and table S1 ). We studied signal propagation resulting from ligand occupancy of receptors by building and analyzing a series of subnetworks that originate from nodes representing ligands. This is termed pseudodyamics because it represents propagation of reactions in chemical space rather than time series. Direct interaction between any two components, termed a link, consists of one or more underlying chemical reactions. Signal propagation from node to node is organized within the chemical space in units of steps. For any given node at step n, all immediate upstream nodes are at step n-1 and all nodes positioned one link downstream are at step nþ1.
We Mean ± SD computed for 100 shuffled networks. extensive (that is, many links were formed in relatively few steps) (Fig. 1B) . For ligands that cause permanent changes, such as FasL, which induces apoptosis, or ephrin, which alters neuronal morphology, there were fewer branches as the signal moved through the network. Between these extremes were many growth factors and ligands that bind G protein-coupled receptors (Fig. 1B) . When the signal originating from any ligand had progressed through 15 steps, most of the network (nearly 1000 links) was engaged. This is a common property of large, highly connected directed graphs and in our case represents a very extensive propagation of the signal from the ligand analogous to prolonged receptor activation. For any individual ligand, the whole network was never fully affected, with a few nodes (usually other ligands) with single directed outgoing interactions not engaged. We characterized the network that emerged as signals were traced through each step from three ligands that are key regulators of plasticity in hippocampal neurons: glutamate (16), norepinephrine (NE) (17) , and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) (18) . Glutamate influenced more links and nodes in early stages than did NE or BDNF, which showed similar profiles ( fig. S4, A and B) . The subnetwork characteristics were similar (fig. S4, C to E). We analyzed the types of regulatory motifs formed as signals propagate from the ligands. A motif is a group of interacting components capable of signal processing. Motifs such as positive feedback loops promote the persistence of signals and serve as information storage devices (2), whereas negative loops limit signal propagation through the network. In counting these motifs, we used all possible configurations of loops with three and four components (Fig. 1C ). In our model, glutamate activates 25 feedback loops within five steps, whereas NE and BDNF require six steps to recruit 20 feedback loops (Fig. 1C) . We determined the relative abundances of negative and positive feedback loops as signal propagated from glutamate, NE, or BDNF (Fig. 1D) . Using a bionomial test and the combinatorial possibilities arising from the ratios of positive to negative links, it appeared that there were more than the expected number of negative feedback loops compared with positive feedback loops for glutamate at early steps (P G 0.05). This indicates that the early steps may have built-in controls to limit signal propagation. As the signal progressed to later steps, positive feedback loops tended to be more abundant than expected for all three ligands (P G 0.08). These profiles suggest that weak or short-lived signals may not penetrate into the network because of the early barrier posed by the abundance of negative feedback loops. However, as the number of steps increases and positive feedback loops appear to be more abundant, signals should persist and be able to evoke a biological response.
Motifs counts
We also counted feedforward motifs ( Fig. 1E  and fig. S5 ), scaffolds ( fig. S6A-I ), and bifans ( fig. S7B-I ). Scaffold motifs are sets of three nodes connected through three neutral links. Their presence may indicate a mechanism for local clustering and may represent the basis for spatial specification of information flow. Feedforward loops are three-or four-component motifs in which the signal splits at a source node and consolidates at a target node. Feedforward loops can be either positive or negative (15) . Positive feedforward loops provide two potential functions: a redundant set of pathways for information flow and an ability to extend the duration of activation or inhibition of the affected downstream component. When feedforward loops contain inhibitory links, they may function as gates (2) . Bifans are four-component motifs in which two upstream components coregulate two downstream components (Fig. 1F) (19) .
For each of these motifs, glutamate required fewer steps than did NE or BDNF to engage more motifs, although by step 8, when maximal connectivity is obtained, signals from the three ligands had spread to the same number of motifs (Fig. 1E and figs. S5 and S6 ). There was an increasing preponderance of positive over negative feedforward motifs for glutamate, NE, and BDNF as the signal propagated through eight steps ( fig. S5 ). The overall profile for any feedforward loops (positive or negative) was similar for all three ligands, although glutamate reached more feedforward loops in fewer steps. The bifan motifs were as abundant as feedforward loops and showed a similar pattern ( fig. S6C ).
In the CA1 neuron, signals from receptors affect major effectors such as the AMPA receptor channel (AMPAR), which regulates excitatory postsynaptic potentials, and the transcription factor cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) response element-binding protein (CREB), which regulates transcription. We analyzed a series of subnetworks that extend from glutamate, NE, and BDNF to these two effectors (figs. S7A and S8A) by varying the number of steps needed to reach the effectors from the ligand. The number of nodes engaged per step was nearly linear for all three ligands (Fig. 2, A to C) . In contrast, when such pathways were tracked in subnetworks with randomly shuffled connectivity (15), the increase in links per step was best fit by either an exponential or a power-law function, suggesting that the binary interactions within the cellular system may be specified to provide preferential routes to key effectors that define the phenotype of the cell. Analysis of these subnetworks (15) indicated that even the most highly connected nodes only used some of their links to function within the preferred paths. Looking for the shortest paths from an input node (a ligand such as NE) to an output node (an effector such as CREB) allowed us to identify functional modules defined here as a set of interactions that may carry out a specific function and act semi-independently from other functional modules. Further refinement by inclusion of spatial specification and temporal dynamics is needed to define such modules rigorously.
The counts of regulatory motifs formed within the subnetworks, as signal propagates were nearly linear for both the positive and negative motifs. For glutamate and BDNF in the subnetworks leading to CREB, the positive and negative motifs were evenly balanced through nine steps ( fig. S8, A and B) . Such balance of regulatory loops might explain how homeostasis is achieved even when a perturbing signal propagates through the system. Positive feedback and feedforward loops were more abundant than negative loops in the subnetworks from NE to CREB (Fig. 2D ). This may allow the subnetworks to persistently hold and transfer information causing long-term changes. Such configurations of motifs may provide a systems-level explanation of why the cAMP pathway is associated with the late phase of long-term potentiation (LTP) in the CA1 neuron (20) (21) (22) . Similar patterns of positive to negative motifs were observed for signal propagation from NE to AMPAR ( fig.  S9F ). Patterns from glutamate and BDNF to AMPAR were also similar to that seen in subnetworks to CREB ( fig. S9, 
E and G).
To analyze the subnetworks upstream of the two key effectors CREB and AMPAR, we used these effectors as source nodes and expanded the network in a stepwise manner, tracing the signals that feed into CREB and AMPAR. The number of positive and negative feedback loops converging on CREB and AMPAR were equal up to four steps upstream of the effector (Fig. 3, A and  B) . However, we found distinct patterns of clustering. Two steps above CREB, a high (0.53) clustering coefficient was observed. Clustering coefficients measure the abundance of three component motifs and thus indicate local connectivity density. By three or four steps upstream, for both CREB and AMPAR, the clustering coefficients were both above the average observed clustering for the entire network (0.2 versus 0.11) (Fig. 3C) . The grid coefficients Eextensions of the clustering coefficient that also consider rectangles (23)^for the subnetworks two to four steps upstream of CREB and AMPAR were also higher than that observed for the network as a whole (0.053 to 0.031 versus 0.026) (Fig. 3D) . Extensive local communication between nodes upstream of key effectors may provide homeostatic regulation of these effectors.
To evaluate the role of the highly connected nodes, we analyzed a series of subnetworks generated by the progressive inclusion of nodes with higher connectivities. We started with a sparse network in which we included only nodes with four or fewer links. We measured the number of islands (isolated clusters of nodes that lack paths between them), clustering, characteristic path length, and number of motifs as we gradually added nodes with higher connectivity (fig. S10, A and B) . The system was initially highly fragmented (63 islands). When all of the nodes with up to 21 connections were included, the network became a single island (one network) (Fig. 4A) . At this point, the most highly connected nodes, many of which are crucial components for LTP in hippocampal neurons, were not included. The nodes with more than 21 links per node included the four major protein kinases: mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), calcium-calmodulin dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII), protein kinase A (PKA), and protein kinase C (PKC) (Fig. 4A) . Such highly connected nodes might contribute to regulatory motifs. Hence, we identified motifs that were formed if the highly connected nodes were included. The contributions of specific nodes to the formation of different motifs were readily discernable. Scaffolding motifs were largely dependent on the cytoskeletal proteins actin and tubulin, the synaptic scaffolding protein PSD-95, and NMDA receptors (Fig. 4B) . Nearly 65% of the scaffolding motifs were formed without including enough nodes for the system to coalesce into a single island. In contrast, just 35% of the feedback and feedforward motifs and 20% of the bifan motifs were formed only in a network that included nodes with connectivity up to 21 links per node (Fig.  4 , C to F). PKA and PKC appear to contribute to nearly 60% of the five-component feedback loops. Highly connected nodes, such as PKC, favored the emergence of positive motifs (Fig.  4D ). These observations suggest that a function of these highly connected nodes may be to promote the formation of regulatory motifs that can allow for persistence of information and thus facilitate state change when appropriate external signals are received. We developed maps to represent the pseudodynamic regulatory topology that our analyses had identified. We plotted the density of motifs at each step for the three ligands glutamate, NE, and BDNF by defining a Bdensity of information processing[ (DIP), which is the ratio of the additional new motifs (feedback loops, feedforward loops, and bifans) formed in each step to the increase in new links in each step (15) multiplied by the grid coefficient. This measure allowed us to identify the intensity and position in chemical space of information-processing activities. The DIP profile (Fig. 5A ) at each step is plotted for the three different ligands through eight steps as signal propagates from receptors to cellular machines. Each DIP profile is distinctive, indicating that these represent differential stimulation of partially overlapping regions of the cellular network. Each ligand showed a Bhot zone,[ where extensive information processing may occur. We also developed detailed maps to determine the position of the regulatory motifs in the chemical space of the network. For this, we specified the location of the nodes that participate in a motif between extracellular ligands and cellular machines on the basis of the shortest path lengths from the node within the motif to all extracellular ligands and to all components in the specified cellular machine. For each node, this yielded a Bnode location index[ that measures the functional distance to each of the five cellular machines and to the ligands. We then identified the participation of these nodes in the various motifs. A parameter termed Bmotif location index[ (MLI) was defined as the average of the location indices for the various nodes that comprise the motif in relation to the distance from the specified machine (15) . Five maps corresponding to the different cellular machines were generated (Fig.  5B) . These maps indicate the location of the various regulatory motifs between extracellular ligands and cellular machines. Both common and distinctive features are observed. When pathways from ligands to each of the cellular machines were considered, a higher density of regulatory motifs was found at the middle of the maps (note the red band in each map), indicating that a major portion of the information processing occurs at the Bcenter[ of the network.
Distinct patterns of motifs were observed upstream of the different cellular machines. Directly upstream of the transcriptional machinery, feedforward motifs were abundant. In contrast, for the translational machinery, the regulation was more distal. For the secretory machinery, feedforward and feedback loops and scaffolds were found to be closer to the machine. For both the motility machinery and ion channels, regulation was largely concentrated in the center of the network (around MLI þ 0.5). Some regulatory motifs are made of components within the cellular machines themselves.
This study provides an initial view of the regulatory capabilities that are formed as information flows through a cellular network. The overall profile of emergent motifs can be an indicator of the cell_s information-processing capability. Here, organization is defined solely in terms of chemical space. It will be necessary to integrate this description with the physical NFBL3  NFBL4  PFFL3  PFFL4  NFFL3  NFFL4  SCAF  BI-FAN  PFBL3  PFBL4  NFBL3  NFBL4  PFFL3  PFFL4  NFFL3  NFFL4  SCAF  BI-FAN  PFBL3  PFBL4  NFBL3  NFBL4  PFFL3  PFFL4  NFFL3  NFFL4  SCAF  BI-FAN  PFBL3  PFBL4  NFBL3  NFBL4  PFFL3  PFFL4  NFFL3  NFFL4  SCAF  BI-FAN  PFBL3  PFBL4  NFBL3  NFBL4  PFFL3  PFFL4  NFFL3  NFFL4  SCAF Li j Lij1 ) I GC i , where M i 0
is the total number of feedback loops, feedforward loops, and bifan motifs; L i is the total number of links; and i is the step. FBL3 and FBL4 are feedback loops of size 3 and 4, FFL3 and FFL4 are feedforward loops of size 3 and 4, and BIFAN are bifan motifs of size 4. GC is the grid coefficient representing interconnectedness for the motifs, computed for the subnetwork at step i. DIP is plotted as a signal propagates vectorially through the network, as indicated by the downward arrow. The width of the bar represents the number of links engaged. (B) Relative distribution of regulatory motifs between ligands and cellular machines. Motifs were placed between extracellular ligands and cellular machines using the equation
where n is the size of the motif, CPLM is the characteristic path length from a node within the motif to all other nodes in the cellular machine, and CPLL is the characteristic path length from a node to all extracellular ligands. If a node is an extracellular ligand, CPLL 0 0 for that node; if the node is in the plasma membrane, CPLL 0 1. If a node belongs to a cellular machine, CPLM 0 0 for that node. The counts of motifs were placed in 100 bins based on the computed MLI and normalized to the fraction of total motifs for each class of motifs. An MLI value of 0 represents location at the cellular machines where all the nodes that make up the motif are within the cellular machine; a value of 1.0 represents location at the ligand level. PFBL and NFBL, three-and four-node positive and negative feedback loops, respectively; PFFL and NFFL, three-and four-node positive and negative feedforward loops; SCAF, three-node scaffold motifs; BIFAN, four-node bifan motifs. See (15) for details.
compartmentalization of components within the cell, and with temporal profiles of activation, to obtain a more comprehensive picture of the functional organization of a cell. Still, distance in chemical space (i.e., number of links between two distal nodes) is likely to be a major determinant of information processing that regulates phenotypic behavior. The maps for individual ligands or cellular machines show distinct patterns of motifs. Combinations of ligands will likely produce many more patterns of connectivity. Thus, a cellular system may not be a single network but rather an ensemble of network configurations that are evoked by the stimuli-induced activation of various parts of the system. Identifying these network configurations and the functions they evoke is likely to provide more complete descriptions of how molecular interactions lead to cellular choices between homeostasis and plasticity.
